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Why are we here?



IT is
complex

and difficult

(IT = information technology)



Ansible makes IT less difficult by 
making it easier to manage



OpenStack makes IT less difficult by 
delivering resources on demand



But clouds are difficult, too





We need a flexible tool that
handles the plethora

of OpenStack operations



But is simple enough for
anyone to get the(ir) job done



What is Ansible?



What is Ansible?

Configuration management

Orchestration

Application Deployment

Kinda like a lot of things.

Which makes it kinda like nothing else at all.





Ansible is simple but flexible

Python under the hood, open source

No DSL, just YAML

No daemons or agents

Every task does one thing and one thing only

Uses ssh with existing authentication (keys, Kerberos, etc)

Easy to use, easy to learn, easy to share

Powerful enough to do lots of things



What is
OpenStack?



What is OpenStack?

Open source software for creating private and public clouds

Based on microservices that focus on a single purpose

Rapidly evolving with new features and new projects



OpenStack is complex but flexible

Python under the hood, open source

Offers standards-based, portable APIs

Manages compute, storage, networking and other resources

Great fit for private clouds and scales up for public clouds



Ansible 
reduces the complexity
of OpenStack but
keeps the flexibility.



Ansible and OpenStack:
Automation for everyone



Consumers

Three groups of OpenStack users

Operators

Deployers

Build instances and connect resources with 
OpenStack APIs and dashboards;
usually called the “end users”

Administrators that manage projects, users, and 
cloud resources (VMs, block/object storage, networks)
they troubleshoot problems from consumers

Engineers that deploy, maintain and upgrade the 
OpenStack cloud itself (servers and networking);
they support the operators and consumers



Consumers

How can Ansible help?

Operators

Deployers

Easy automation for builds using existing Ansible 
cloud modules. No need for custom code.

Administer the OpenStack infrastructure itself and 
manage the infrastructure it creates with the same 
tasks, tools, and playbooks.

Ansible already deploys many OpenStack clouds 
and it has ad-hoc capabilities for quick fact gathering 
and adjustments.



Enough talk.
Let’s build something.







Operator & 
Consumer 
Scenario

Marketing needs to launch a 
website ASAP for a new 

campaign

New project and user

Set up a network and subnet

Add public ssh key

Add a security group with rules

Build an instance

Launch a website



Live demo time



You have Ansible.
Nobody needs to come in on Saturday.



You’ve seen the simple stuff.
What happens when you try 
to solve tougher problems?



Use case: OpenStack’s Zuul project

Zuul launches thousands of jobs per hour 
across 10 clouds to test OpenStack patches

Ansible runs the tests using dynamically-
generated playbooks, inventory, and tasks

Ansible allows for horizontal scalability and 
more flexibility than traditional shell scripts



Use case: OpenStack-Ansible

OpenStack-Ansible is an OpenStack project 
that deploys production OpenStack 
environments using Ansible roles

Consists of over 3,000 commits from 30 
different companies

It’s the backbone of the OpenStack Innovation 
Center’s (OSIC) clusters (2,000 nodes) as well 
as the Rackspace Private Cloud product



More Ansible-powered projects

Kolla

Bifrost

Ursula

openstack-ansible-security

(these are the easy-to-find, open source things!)



How do I get started?



RTFM*
http://docs.ansible.com/

* read the fabulous manual :)

http://docs.ansible.com/
http://docs.ansible.com/


Find your fellow Ansi-bulls
#ansible on Freenode IRC

ansible.meetup.com (35,000+ members)
ansible.com/community
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